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UK Zombie Events
The Big 4 that you cannot miss...
There are a whole pile of
releases, festivals, gatherings,
zombiewalks and general
zombie craziness coming up in
the between now & Xmas…
You can be sure of some
horror goodness every month,
BUT there are some ‘must
stop’ places on the road to the
festive season where a zombie’s appetite traditionally
turns from brains to mince
pies… and so here is a summary of the BIG 4 YOU MUST
ATTEND to get your zombie fix!!!!
In August there’s Film4 FRIGHTFEST….
So from August 23rd to 27th, there’s the greatest horror
show in the world in London, 5 whole days of World,
European and UK Premieres and there is a massive
amount of Zombie action including COCKNEYS Vs
ZOMBIES, REC 3, BEFORE DAWN and OUTPOST II:
BLACK SUN. Tonnes more info is on page 5.

80’s ALTERNATIVE WEEKEND… IS the same month,
same county, but this is from
14th to the 16th of September
at Billing Aquadrome and yes,
it does involve a hell of a lot of
80s music from Spit Like This,
Inkubus Sukkabus and Wrathchild, but with Scream Magazine as the official sponsors
anything could happen and
will! There’s some horror
screenings, horror directors and
horror authors PLUS a zombie
survival challenge on the Saturday in the main arena. More info on page 7...
As a brief aside to the Big 4 UK Zombie Events, make
sure you begin to plan your Halloween craziness early,
& hopefully if you’re a subscriber it will involve dressing
up as a zombie, so get your make up guides now!
http://www.terror4fun.com/zombie_makeup_guideLIST.html

Then November, and the return of Terror4fun’s own
DAY OF THE UNDEAD. Yes, the UK Festival of
Then in September there are two big events… and
Zombie Culture is back with more than 12 hours of
strangely they are both in Northampton...
films, guests, make up artists and zombie gaming, this
First there’s Shock Horror Magazine’s CREEP CLUB… year its on November 17th at Phoenix Square in
Leicester... Details and films TBC...
Its on September 2nd at Northampton Picturedrome.
This is going to be a regular feature on the horror scene http://www.phoenix.org.uk/index.php?cms_id=634
and the first one is a Zombie Double Bill, with the films
to be confirmed, but this is an amazing bar setting for a SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL ZOMBIE EVENTS & tell
horror screening double bill...
us where you have been eating brains!

ZOMBIE Trailer of the Issue:

http://youtu.be/iudndkDK2kc

If you want more news at it happens
then please join the group:
www.facebook.com/2361831622

http://www.phoenix.org.uk/index.php?cms_id=634
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Up and coming
Zombie events
Just email us at ed@terror4fun.com to let us know
about your zombie events. We’ll make sure they
appear in front of more than 13,000 people...

Film 4: Frightfest the 13th...
August Bank Holiday Weekend. Londons Leicester Square.
http://www.frightfest.co.uk/
Creep Club presented by Shock Horror Magazine...
September 2nd, 2012. A Zombie Double Bill... More details
inside on Page 10... www.shockhorrormagazine.com
80s Alternative Weekend, sponsored by Scream Magazine...
September 14th to 16th, 2012. Horror, Zombies, Music and
More at Billing Aquadome in Northhampton... More details
inside on Page 7...
http://alternative.billingshows.com/
Zombicon 2012.
October 20th and 21st, 2012. Fort Myers, Florida. An entire
weekend of zombie insanity... http://www.zombicon.com/
Frightfest Halloween All-Nighter...
No details as yet, but this is not to be missed...
London, around Halloween time, keep checking the website. http://www.frightfest.co.uk/
Game—Resident Evil 6.
20th November, 2012. Release date for the long awaited
game. More details as we get them...
Folkestone Zombie Walk—Film 4 the Dead
November 3rd, 2012... A Zombiewalk and Shaun of the
Dead Screening...

http://www.facebook.com/events/292983777447530/

The 6th UK Festival of Zombie Culture.
November 17th, 2012. Leicester’s PHOENIX SQUARE.
2012s Day of the Undead. Check our website for details
of Last Years Event... www.terror4fun.com

@ZombieEdUk
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The Zombie Times, AUGUST 2012
Hey there Zombie Fans,
It’s Frightfest this month and all you have to do is read the articles in here to find out exactly how Zombie-centric its going to be and just how ace Saturday is going to be, cause with a good wind behind us
and the right babysitters in place, Terror4fun will be there…
Lots of Zombie releases have crept in this month or so, many of which have slipped through the radar,
like Abraham Lincoln Vs Zombies, but then again our net has captured a pile like the
Nazi Undead Triple bill of Outpost II, BloodstorM & Nazi Zombie death tales...
Tell us about your events and all your zombie news and we will speak again in
early October if not before… Enter the competitions, tell your friends about us
and spread the word that Zombies are alive and kicking… See you soon, more than
13,000 subscribers can’t be wrong…

Keep on rotting in the Free World,
Zombie Ed and the Terror4
Terror4fun Team
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Film4 FrightFest The 13th
announces record number of guests
Dudley Sutton, Georgia King, Harry Treadaway, Jack
Doolan, Michelle Ryan and Rasmus Hardiker from
COCKNEYS VS. ZOMBIES), Ross Noble from STITCHES,
Joanne Mitchell and Nicky Evans from BEFORE DAWN
and Catherine Steadman from OUTPOST II: BLACK
SUN.
The guest list also boasts a whole host of directors including: Paco Plaza ([REC]3 GENESIS), Matthias Hoene
(COCKNEYS VS. ZOMBIES), Dominic Brunt (BEFORE
DAWN) and Alex Chandon (INBRED) amongst many
more…
Not to mention our ever-popular Quizmaster, West
End and TV star Andy Nyman, The Horror Channel’s
Dubbed “the Woodstock of Gore” by director Guillermo Emily Booth, GRABBERS writer Kevin Lehane, COCKDel Toro, FrightFest was created in 2000 by film pro- NEYS VS. ZOMBIES and TOWER BLOCK writer James
Moran and SINISTER writer C. Robert Cargill.
ducer Paul McEvoy, journalist and broadcaster Alan
Jones and film distributor/booker Ian Rattray. Greg
th
Day, the festival’s long standing PR, became a joint di- Film4 FrightFest The 13 is on from Thurs 23 August to
rector in 2007. From its cult roots at the Prince Charles Monday 27 at the Empire Cinema in London’s Leicester
Cinema it has grown to become one of the genre’s most Square. It will present 48 films in three screens. Empire 1
will house the main event while the Discovery and the
vibrant, credible and recognisable brands, helping to
newly-created Re-Discovery strand will play in Empires
launch the careers of directors such as Simon Rumley,
4 & 5. There are eleven countries represented, with a
Christopher Smith, Eli Roth, Neil Marshall and Simon
Hunter. Apart from the annual 5-day event in London, record-beating fifteen world premieres and twentyFrightFest has an ever-growing strand at the Glasgow three UK or European premieres.
Film Festival and hosts a Halloween all-night horrorthon, which in 2012, will be screened across a number of The inaugural Variety Award will be presented at this
years event to special effects and make-up artist Greg
regional cinemas.
Nicotero. Nicotero will receive the honour on Aug. 25,
following an on-stage interview at the fest.
Now please have in mind that as we, at the Zombie
Times, are obsessed with the undead, the names listed "FrightFest is very proud to be associated with Variety
magazine," said FrightFest co-director Ian Rattray. "We
are some more the zombie movie ones, but there are
feel Greg Nicotero is a perfect choice to receive this histonnes besides this, check the Frightfest website
toric award -- the first to be given out at a FrightFest
event." An acknowledged master of his field, Nicotero is
As individual tickets went on sale on 28 July, Film4
FrightFest announced its guest list, the stars of the mov- an idol of horror fans with a 30-year career that has
ies, they have turned out in force this year, with Italian seen him work on virtually every major horror
+franchise.
acting royalty Claudia Gerini and Michele Placido attending for TULPA, alongside producer Maria Grazia
Cucinotta (star of IL POSTINO). Then there’s Rosie Day, Tickets for Individual films are on sale from 28th
Sean Pertwee, Kevin Howarth, Anna Walton, Jemma
July. Bookings: 08 714 714 714 or
Powell, David Lemberg, Dominique Provost-Chalkley
www.empirecinemas.co.uk
and Ryan Olivia from THE SEASONING HOUSE,
www.frightfest.co.uk
Letitca Dolera from [REC]3, Alan Ford, Ashley Thomas,
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Clowns, Zombies and Cake!
Be sure to preview a recent Indie comic that Donald Farmer and
Duane Smith are currently working on.
Head to the site below, click on the image - Clowns Vs. Zombies and
see the fun stuff they have created.
Also, on this site you can preview a great deal of products. I have
spent over 24 years creating websites, presentations, illustrations,
paintings, newspaper & magazine advertisements, unique adirondack chairs, and so much more.
In the last couple years, I began creating some of the wildest cakes
(Yes, cakes) found on the East Coast. Not only that, I have become
an award winning cake decorator aka... The Cakesmith.

http://www.duaneesmith.com/

Like our tune?
Hi Zombie Times Readers,
Our band is The Porchistas from Montclair, NJ.
USA. We just released our third record in three
years. The latest is ten tracks and its called "The
Baby Album." The fifth track is called "Zombie
Jesus"
We hope you enjoy. You can stream it or buy it
here: http://theporchistas.bandcamp.com/track/
zombie-jesus

Need zombie music?
Hi Horror Fans, my name is Abel Quintero, I'm an
indie composer/songwriter and I just composed my
first horror/thriller track, so far it's been well received
and I would like to make it available for your projects. The link to the track & video, is below, pleaseexcuse my low budget video but my main interest is
the song http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ZbTXrml0pJU&feature=g-upl
If you think it fits any of your films as the soundtrack,
closing credits song or as background music, the track
is titled "Zombie Overture" please contact me if
you're interested in me licensing it for your project.
Thank you for your time.
Best regards, Abel... Email me at: AQ54@yahoo.com

The Zombie Times Equal
Rights Employer of the Issue

August.
Our hero this issue is Chuck, who gave
one of our kind gainful employment...
So the Winner is:

Notions Unlimited Bookshop
Chuck McKenzie, the Chief Zombologist at
Notions, runs a small Sci Fi / Fantasy / Horror specialty store in Chelsea, Australia, and
he is known for stocking plenty of zombierelated titles, and recently he employed his
first ever dead member of staff…
To find out how successful this was then
watch this: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=jUcRSaqt8U0
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See zombies in your street!
Jamie, the resident blogger and zombie-fan for Confused.com. Dropped us a line to let everyone of us know
about a Google Maps mashup video he convinced his
guys to make… http://www.confused.com/news-views/
games/home-sweet-zombie

Type in your postcode and the video sends a horde of
the shambling Undead to your street, which is pretty
sweet, so he thought it’d be good to share the zombie
love with you too.
May his feet be swift against the shambling hordes!

Frightfest Zombie Special Newsletter
FRIGHTFEST THE ONLINE
HORROR MAGAZINE
from Frightfest, ISSUE 11 is
OUT NOW. The U.K.'s
online fantasy and horror
magazine is now ready for
you to download and
read. It's packed as usual
full of interesting and
informative content, but
this time with a decidedly
Zombie slant.

Dick Hertz gives us a quick history lesson on the Zombie
genre in Aim for the Head: Part One and...

***PLUS... Nina Romain talks to Zombie Ed of
Terror4fun, undead obsessive.
In the final major article for this issue Stuart Barr gets
round the table with the Baron of Blood, David
Cronenberg, and actor Robert Pattison to discuss
Cronenberg’s latest film COSMOPOLIS.
Add in all the usual reviews, and there you have it, issue 11 of FRIGHTFEST.

In issue 11 theres a new
contributor to the
Remember, if you haven’t done so already, download
magazine: the fabulous
our iPad App. Go on - you know you want to, and
Billy Chainsaw. Alan Jones what’s more, it’s FREE.
talks to Paco Plaza, the director of [REC] GENESIS,
http://www.frightfest.co.uk/
while Billy looks at the recently re-released THE
FrightFesteMagazine/emagizinegateway.html
RETURN OF THE LIVING DEAD and fits in a quick
interview with Linnea Quigley, who played Trash.

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
13,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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"Folkestone Zombie Walk— - Film 4 the Dead..."
November 3rd, 2012... There is the second zombie walk in Folkestone Kent this year, which will be a zombie
walk followed by an outside screening of SHAUN OF THE DEAD, having zombies wandering through town during the day, meeting at the bottom of our Cliffside water powered lift, who will be serving their own beer.
This is also where the film will be shown. There is a Folkestone Zombie Walk Page here: http://
www.facebook.com/events/292983777447530/ and the screening is the last of the summer for the film factory
www.filmfactory.org/schedule2012 . You can email folkestonezombies@yahoo.co.uk for more details...

Scream Magazine at Alternative 80s event…
The 80's Alternative Weekend is
the must attend for classic and
modern horror fans alike. Experience the beauty of the
Gothic scene, or the flesh
tearing sensation of a zombie
horde! All at Billing Aquadome
in Northhampton from 14th to
16th September… SCREAM
Magazine is officially the show
sponsor for this event, and will
be using all their knowledge to
help us give you a weekend to
remember!

signing copies of his books along with whole pile of
Zombie, Vampire and Goth events throughout…
http://alternative.billingshows.com/
Wrathchild just joined the band line up. An awesome
band from the eighties who have been in the goth rock
scene throughout time. They join the likes of SPIT LIKE
THIS and Inkubus Sukkabus. Saturday brings arena
role play, where we create an apocalyptic scene with
damaged vehicles where members of the public play
at being survivors in a challenge to reach the far end.
Avoiding the zombies of course.

The venue is fully featured, with proper toilets, showers,
a leisure centre and most importantly security. And
there’s a competition for ten weekend passes for peoVampires: With a heavy Gothic
ple who post pictures of themselves made up onto the
influence, this event carries more than its fair share of
event page (http://www.facebook.com/
Vampires roaming around after dark!
events/359974597404695/) after liking our main page
(http://www.facebook.com/
Zombies: Freshly added, a huge squeeze of zombie
activepromotionseuropeltd).
juice. This three day event sees the emergence of Zombies unlike any other!
The next issue of Scream Mag is out just in time for the
80s Alternative Festival in September. It’s a full colour
Already confirmed for the zombie/horror section are
glossy mag and one of the UK's awesome horror
two screenings with Q&A sessions with the directors
There will also be David Moody, the UK's no.1 zombie magazines. http://www.screamhorror.com/
book author, meeting fans, answering questions and

10% Off Scream Magazine Subscriptions for Zombie Times Readers
Get your hands on this 10% discount. Simply email the code below to SCREAM at:
media@darkartspublications.com & make the subject "ZOMBIE TIMES 10% OFF!"
They’ll deduct 10% from the annual subscription fee & Email you with a PayPal invoice.
Offer expires on 31st October, 2012.
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Watch the short... Support the feature...
just under £1 Million. In order to
help fund the feature, we have
been creating a series of shorts
set in the Flamingo Close
universe, designed to show
potential investors what we
are able to do (on a smaller
scale). We are always looking
to build our list of contacts who are interested in being
zombie extras, so if that sounds like your sort of thing,
please contact the email address below!
Flamingo Close is a feature film set in London as the
zombie apocalypse draws to a close. The film features a Please also get in touch if you have any questions, or
large cast of characters all living together in a house on feel there's something else you can offer the Flamingo
Flamingo Close, chronicling their successes, failures and Close project!
lives as they live in a world in which morality is just a
raarfilms@gmail.com
word and the zombies are turning into a cruel,
www.facebook.com/raarfilms
shambling joke. Flamingo Close tells a unique story,
http://www.indiegogo.com/
deftly mixing dark comedy, character drama and
flamingoclose?c=pledges
shocking horror.
The budget we are looking to raise for the feature is

www.zombieshop.co.uk
GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
13,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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Zombicon 2012...… Florida...

…will take place Downtown Ft Myers, FL, the entire
weekend of October 20th and 21st! During the day,
Zombicon will feature a full indoor convention at the
Harborside Event Centre featuring vendors, workshops,
dark art, artists, authors, special guests, costume contests, special effects & make-up demonstrations, interactivities, performances & more! When night falls, Zombicon 2012 hits the streets in the epic zombie-themed
music festival featuring performances, bands & DJs on
multiple stages, dance music, street food, drink specials,
and the famous “zombie walk” through the downtown
streets of Ft. Myers.
Zombicon has been dubbed by Fort Myers city officials
as “a bona fide phenomenon”. In just 5 years, this zombie-themed music and art fest has grown from a mere

“shin-dig” into what many say is the single largest gathering of party-goers Downtown Fort Myers has ever
seen. Ever. Not only does Zombicon draw a horde of
incredible numbers, but it raises an inspiringly diverse
one, as well. From infants to elderlies, mo-hawks to
John Deere caps, Church-goers to, well, ZOMBIES – this
“bona fide phenomenon” has captured the hearts of
fun-lovers, local and tourist alike.
Essentially, our goal is to make Fort Myers an
“International Zombie Tourist Destination”. Last year
we met zombies from other cities, states, and even
other countries. We love our tourists, and from what we
hear, they’re loving us more and more. We’ve been
told by Guinness World Records that we should be patient – they’re still tallying numbers around the globe.
But we know for fact, that we’ve UNOFFICIALLY
SHATTERED THE WORLD RECORD FOR GATHERED
ZOMBIES.
For more details and booking information:

http://www.zombicon.com/

BIRMINGHAM (UK) ZOMBIE WALK...
An autopsy by Debbie graves
July 21st, 2012.... A warm summers's day, in a tranquil
park in the centre of Birmingham, the dead began to
arise from their graves! Those that weren't dead yet
were transformed by talented zombies who, for a donation, created beautiully grotesque
creatures. At one point there was a
spontaneous Zombie Conga!!
There were also disgustingly delicious
delicacies (again for a donation) for
those that were bored of brains! They
gathered in their thousands then advanced on the poor, un-suspecting
townspeople, winding their way
through the city streets, moaning and
groaning and scaring the living daylights out of everyone! There were every kind of zombie imaginable- from Clowns to Cows, from Soldiers to
Spiderman, Young & old alike!
They made their way through the city towards their
final destination- the Birmingham Ballroom nightclub,

where they partied, as only the undead can, until late!
This was an amazing event that gets bigger & better
each year. Big thanks to Jamie Chapman who is the
main organizer plus (among many) Adam Yosef, Jack
Kirby & Steve Mitz May for making it
possible. Also a big thank you to all
the people who donated their time,
The make-up artists & people who
donated make-up items!
The event was to raise money for Birmingham's Children's Hospital. Last
year we raised nearly £2,000- this
year looks like we have smashed that
total (final count not yet in as people
are still donating on-line).
If you need more background info here is the official
website- http://www.birminghamzombies.com/
Or on Facebookhttp://www.facebook.com/groups/171367816263536/

Three Men... One Mission... Need Help with HORROR ???
http://www.darkwatersentertainment.com/
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Shock Horrors
CREEP CLUB event
September 2nd, 2012... Double Feature – Screening of Dawn
of the Dead (1978) + 1 more film TBC Tackling a
different monster each month, this month – ZOMBIES!
Northampton Picturedrome, Sunday 2nd September – doors
open 5pm first film starts 5.30pm FREE goodie bag worth
over £20 for the first 25 tickets sold via
www.shockhorrormagazine.com including a FREE copy of
Shock Horror Magazine! (Collect at event)
FREE entry & goodie bag for Shock Horror Magazine
subscribers, email: info@shockhorrormagazine.com to put
your name on the door (must be named subscriber) Keep
your tickets Creeps, once you've been to 2 events you get in
to the third event free!
Entry £5 in advance / £7 on the door Order your tickets today
by clicking HERE Strictly over 18's only

First and Only... zombie Events
Experience the
most realistic
‘Zombie Survival Horror’
experience day.
This is not a five
minute ghost
train or haunted
house, this is
adrenalin, blood
soaked zombie
survival event. This is realistic zombie role play. Have
you got what it takes to survive, this is more than just
shoot the zombies this is survival. As a survivor you will
need nerves of steel, brain power, work in a team and
tactics to fight and survive your way through the zombies and escape to safety. As the story unfolds you
have to make life saving decisions that effect you and
the other survivors.
The days are available in some amazing and varied
locations and they last for about 3 hours... Great for
everyone over 16 years old. Male or female. Reasonable level of fitness are required but if you are unsure
then check.

How to book - one or more places (if you dare)
Email: tracy@firstandonlyevents.co.uk or ring 0161 794
6582 9am-5pm
The Zombie survival... You will meet the rest of the survivors, you NEED to work as a team to escape. You will
also need weapons! You will be issued with weapons
and tactical clothing. basic training on the weapons
and tactics on how to keep yourself alive. You will get
information on the scale of the operation in your survival briefing. However, this will not just about shooting
zombies, ammunition will be severely limited with only
a few opportunities to obtain more throughout the
game. As a survivor you will need nerves of steel, speed
and brain power if you are to fight your way through
the zombie horde to safety.

www.firstandonlyevents.co.uk

Competition Time
To win tickets to an event then check out the comp
inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.

http://www.phoenix.org.uk/index.php?cms_id=634
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Before dawn premieres at frightfest
After seeing the worlds first clip of
Before Dawn at Day of the Undead
2011, UK zombie fans have been looking forward to this one for ages and it
premieres at this years FRIGHTFEST...
It’s going to be gore-some...
It’s a feature length horror movie produced in Great Britain by Dominic Brunt and Helen Grace
for Mitchell-Brunt Films and Left Films. Executive Producer
Mark Price. (Colin.)
Screenplay by Mark Illis from an original story by Joanne
Mitchell, Before Dawn is set in the beautiful Yorkshire countryside amidst an apocalyptic viral outbreak.

within themselves and face a desperate fight for survival
against a bloody terror that could literally tear them apart
forever.
Before Dawn is proud to be part of a British Horror Movie
resurgence which has strong drama at its heart while never
apologising for being part of the Horror genre.

http://www.beforedawnmovie.com/home.html

A weekend away. An idyllic cottage nestled in the rolling hills
of the English Dales, what starts of as a gripping psychological drama between a struggling married couple, suddenly
descends into a shocking gruesome nightmare. As panic and
confusion sets in, Alex and Meg have to confront the fears

Eat your friends... Resident Evil 6
With three distinct, yet interwoven story threads, each
with their own pair of protagonists for
either solo or co-op play, both offline and
online, not only will Resident Evil 6 deliver both different perspectives and
gameplay styles but, with the introduction of the innovative Crossover mechanic players will be able to team up
and share the horror. At key moments
during the game, up to four players can
join together online to tackle a specific
situation, with some stages seeing the
usual partnerships swapped to further
increase the depth of gameplay.
Horror on a global scale – No longer
confined to a specific location, the
outbreak of the C-virus is worldwide with
the action taking place in North America, Eastern
Europe and China. Multiple characters and intertwined
storylines – Experience the horror playing as Leon S.
Kennedy, BSAA member Chris Redfield, and son of
Albert Wesker, Jake Muller; with their respective
partners US government agent Helena Harper, BSAA
member Piers Nivans and Sherry Birkin.
Not only does each story cross paths, but so does the
action – At significant points when the narrative draws

pairs of characters together, the all new Crossover
mechanic allows up to four players to
experience the horror together online.
As announced earlier in August, Ada
Wong will be a playable character with
her own individual campaign in
Resident Evil 6. A single player
experience, Ada’s campaign features
unique missions and will provide her
perspective on the bioterrorist outbreaks
that threaten to wipe out the world’s
population. Ada Wong’s campaign
becomes available once players have
completed the campaigns for Leon, Chris
and Jake.
For those who want to experience the
action as a zombie, J’avo or other
C-virus mutation then the all new online mode Agent
Hunt delivers. As a ‘hunter’ players will be able to
infiltrate other players’ sessions with the aim of
eliminating the human characters. As a hunter, players
will have access to the unique movements and attacks
of each of the enemies.
Resident Evil 6 will launch on Xbox 360 and
PlayStation 3 on Tuesday October 2, 2012 with a
PC version to follow.

www.eatmybrains.com
Send… More… Paramedics...
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Zombie Fluxx at the Zombie Shop
A little lighthearted
zombie gaming can
go a long way,
especially if you
want something to
play in your lunch
hour or during
snack-breaks in a
zombie movie
marathon.

Mmm… Brians!!! Comes from the genius mind of renowned board games developer Reiner Knizia, it is fast,
fun and quite silly. You and up to five zombie friends
roll the dice and rush to collect as many brains as possible in a brain-grabbing frenzy. After all the brains are
gone you roll the dice to force your opponents to drop
their precious brains!

Zombie Fluxx is about as fast paced as they come. Like
the original Fluxx card game, players start off with the
basic rules: draw 1, play 1. After that, everything
We threw aside our changes! Can you outwit your opponents and de-rail
‘serious’ games for their winning strategy? Zombie Fluxx is constantlya few sessions to try changing and challenging, but light and ultimately fun
out these three
game for two to six players.
quick and easy
zombie games.
Find Zombie Shop on facebook, follow Zombie
Give me the Brain
is a card game for
three to eight players. Taking on the role of zombies in
a fast food restaurant in hell everyone has far too
many jobs to do and what’s worse, some require a degree of basic intelligence, and there’s only one brain to
go around – chaotically good fun.

Shop on twitter and read the latest on the
Zombie Shop Blog.

Competition Time
To win a copy of Zombie Fluxx check out the comp
inside the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

Dare to Wear
Clothing?
Dare to Wear Clothing really needs a mention... Its a
UK clothing company providing some quality Tees, etc
with quality things on them and unlike a pile of other
sites, they are bloody reasonably priced to... Based in
Newcastle the site is ace too... Just select your Tee and
size and you can even simply pay with PAYPAL...
Simples... They have given us a couple of Zombies Run
Tees for you to win... So get entering...

Competition Time
To win this Zombie Tee check out the comp inside
the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.
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Night of the Living Dead
Re-Animation - 3D
101 Films got in touch with us about the release of this bad boy and as it has two complete legends in it, we cannot wait for this... In this prequel to the 2006 cult hit, pyrophobic mortician Gerald Tovar, Jr. (ANDREW DIVOFF) inherits the family mortuary and
accidentally exposes hundreds of uncremated bodies to toxic medical waste. As the
corpses re-animate, Gerald's inheritance-seeking younger brother, Harold (JEFFREY
COMBS) unexpectedly shows up and stumbles upon Gerald trying to keep the zombie
outbreak under control.
Sibling rivalry gives way to madness as Harold discovers Gerald's dark secret the freshly
exhumed & zombified corpse of their father.
* 15-20 minute "Making of" featurette in 3D (also available in 2D). A world first in 3D
DVD releases.
* Audio Commentary with Andrew Divoff, a co-star and the director Jeff Broadstreet
* 3 minute "Blooper/Outtake" Reel
* 3-5 minute look at producing CG Visual Effects in 3D

Competition Time

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Night-Living-Dead-Re-Animationversion/dp/B0076VJ2V4/ref=sr_1_1?
s=dvd&ie=UTF8&qid=1344712870&sr=1-1

To win a copy of this DVD then check out the comps
inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.

Gorilla vs the undead? Rex-Zombie Killer
Get Ready for a Gorilla with a Baseball Bat!
On May 2, 2012, comic book publisher Big Dog Ink released the hounds, as three dogs, a cat, and a gorilla
with a baseball bat battle the walking dead in REX,
ZOMBIE KILLER. In the wake of a zombie apocalypse,
a hyper-intelligent Golden Retriever named Rex, a sign
language-speaking gorilla, and a small pack
of animals begin a perilous cross-country journey to find safety...and
a home.
"I've always wondered
what happens to pets
when the zombies arrive," explained writer
Rob Anderson. "And
I've always loved stories
that show the heart
and tenacity of animals, like WE3 and
HOMEWARD BOUND /
THE INCREDIBLE
JOURNEY.

In REX ZK, the animals are trying to make their way
across California to an underground government bunker where the scientist who raised Rex is now in hiding.
But Rex isn't necessarily revealing everything he knows
about the situation to his pack."
"This is a story I've been wanting to tell since at least
2008, because it combines three of my big passions:
animals, zombies and comic books," Anderson said. "My
constant writing companions are my dog and cat, and
they're well trained for the coming zombie apocalypse
with their patented 'play dead' routine."
The double-sized, 56-page one-shot may be ordered at
your local comic shop. The comic book is in full colour in
standard comic book format. It is rated TEEN+ (13 &
up) for mature themes and violence...

For more information on REX, ZOMBIE KILLER,
visit: http://www.RexZombieKiller.com

Competition Time
To win a copy of this Graphic Novel check out the
comps inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.

“In The Event of a Zombie Attack”
This is not a DVD, this could be the next best thing to a
van load of BIG guns... Find out more at:
http://4d4films.com/films/in-the-event-of-a-zombie-attack/
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BLOODSTORM
You thought they were
dead. You were wrong.
Zombie films, like buses
appear in groups… A few
years ago we have Zombie
Stripper movies, then a
couple of years ago it was
Zombie Westerns and now a
resurgence of the Nazi
Undead… Outpost II: Black
Sun and Bloodstorm…
Neither really being Zombies
in a Romero sense, but Nazi
helmets and rotting flesh…
Always a winning
combination… Even the
much maligned Zombie Lake is goresome in my
eyes… If you have ever played Wolfenstein, then this
is the movie for you, yes there are undead Nazis and
yes they are being led by an evil genius, and yes
there are some stereotypes in here, but about an
hour into this film someone flicks the Wolfenstein 3D
button and the whole thing goes crazy…
To sum up the story, in Antarctica a group of
scientists are abducted by a platoon of storm
troopers, led by Dr Josef Mengele, his bloodthirsty
troupe has lain in wait in a secret base underneath
the icy wastes since the fall of Nazi Germany. The
survivors must find any means of escape from the hell
that faces them. Trapped by the Nazi survivors,
whose bodies are a horrifying patchwork of decaying
and regenerated flesh.
Meanwhile Mengele, is masterminding an invasion of
Earth from the frozen depths. Can the scientists make
it to the surface in time and stop his plans of creating
an all-powerful Fourth Reich?
This film is worth catching just to have the feeling of
having the carpet pulled from under you about an
hour in… There are no spoilers here but if you love
films like Iron Skies and Outpost, then grab it while
you can! For more information click here.

FREE to all Zombie Lovers

Brain Damage Films
‘Vs the Dead’
Since 2001 Brain Damage Films has been one of the
largest and most respected independent horror film
distributors worldwide. Our catalogue of hundreds of
horror and shock movies ranges from reality/shock
classics like Traces of Death to newer, high quality
independent features.
Brain Damage Films has fans around the world who
know and appreciate our films. We've got a name
for them: Gorehounds. Do you have a lust for
graphic, bloody depictions of death or violence? How
about the "three B's" (Beasts, Blood, and Boobs)?
Maybe you're a connoisseur of shot-on-video, lowbudget horror... Or an earnest filmmaker working
your way up to direct the next Saw or Friday the
13th? If any of these descriptions sound familiar, you
might be a gorehound…
So, ‘Vs the Dead’ could be just up your alley!!!
Let's kill some dead
people… In a careless
government mix up,
the deadly virus
ROUND 2 ends up in
a small Canadian
city. Unsuspecting
patrons of a local
tattoo shop are
infected with the
experimental germ,
inevitably turning
into flesh eating
ghouls. Directed by
Phil Pattison & Jeff
Beckman & starring
Dave Montour, Brett
Hawley, Peter
Bridges, Phil Fader,
Brandon Dean…
Check out the trailer as soon as you can…
http://braindamagefilms.com/dvd/horror/zombie/vsthe-dead/

Competition Time

Competition Time

To win a copy of this DVD then check out the comps
inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.

To win a copy of this DVD then check out the comps
inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.
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Awesome zombie graphic novel... Part 2!
The Zombies that Ate the World - Hardcover Album :
Book 2: The Eleventh Commandment is the latest in-

ferno), the two creators con-

tinue here their collaboration,
further paying homage to the
zombie genre, and giving us
more of their special brand of
The number of zombie books looking at differing views hilarious black comedy. Colof the undead is on the increase, but this story along
lects issues 5-8 of the DDP/
with such a high quality hard back means you will
Humanoids serial.
want this one to take pride of place in your collection
along with its original outing...
Includes a foreword by Joe
http://www.amazon.co.uk/The-Zombies-That-WorldDante as well as a bonus art
Book/dp/1594650136
section.
http://www.humanoids.com/
In Los Angeles in the year 2064, the dead have risen
and corpses live again, cohabitating peacefully among
us… This second volume gives us more wacky adventures from our favorite characters from both sides of the
grave!
stalment of this zombie-centric and eccentric view of
the future...

Competition Time

Written by Jerry Frissen (Lucha Libre, The Tikitis), and
illustrated by Guy Davis (B.P.R.D., The Marquis: In-

To win a copy of this Graphic Novel then check out
the comp inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.

Victorian gent gives the undead both barrels!
The Caldecott Chronicles by the author, RG Bullet, but
this time its a genre breaking story, done with a love
and an atmosphere that’s almost tangible. A unique,
chilling and often hilarious zombie short story
adventure set in Victorian England, if you are a fan of
the emerging Mash Ups
that are springing up, then
this is the one for you, plus
the setting makes this one
a stand out amongst the
crowd.
Caldecott Estate, the ancestral home of the 32nd
Earl of Rothshire, is besieged. The undead are
traipsing and crawling
across overgrown lawns,
intent on ripping the very
flesh from the Earl’s body.
But many of them will not
make it that far as the

32nd Earl has two things in their way: A prised Purdey
shotgun and an accomplice named, Saffy.
Saffy is a young and simple girl from the local village.
She is quick of foot at setting traps, and dispatching the
undead to the afterlife. She is endlessly coming up with
cunning and disturbing methods to rid the estate of
disease. The bizarre and gruesome details are narrated
in a journal by a very Aristocratic British gent.
Get a first hand look on how the Victorian upper class
deal with stumbling trespassers and see how one draws
inspiration from a teenage girl born to kill.

http://www.amazon.co.uk/The-CaldecottChronicles-No-1-ebook/dp/B0061CFJEI#_

Competition Time
To win this awesome zombie novel check out the
comp inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.

www.eatmybrains.com
Send… More… Paramedics...
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Strange Zombies,
Part 18

Send us more pics of yo
ur strange
zombies, we need to see
th
and we need to see them em
NO
This chap was seen sham W!!!
bling
round Folkestone last ye
ar, how
about joining them this
year?
Every zombie shamblin
g is better
for everyone... All ages,
all sexes,
all people...

Create terror in comfort... Evil Knits
When you combine knitting needles
and horror, usually you expect someone to get hurt (Michael Myers anyone?). But knitter, and horror and scifi fanatic, Hannah Simpson, has
proven otherwise. Her endearing
creations – from the Abominable
Snowman to Nosferatu, Kraken to
Monkeys with Clashing Cymbals –
have delighted film buffs and horror
fans, appearing in Total Film, Hardcore Ink, and many other publications
worldwide. In her new book, Evil
Knits, Hannah showcases twenty of
these wicked creations and provides
the patterns for you to make one of your own.
Publishing on the 30th August, Evil Knits is also timed
perfectly for Halloween, providing inspiration for fun
and unique gifts to celebrate to the season – if you can
bear to give them away. Tips on displaying finished
items for maximum effect show you how to use these
items to create spooky settings and dioramas – the ultimate decorations for petrifying parties.

Evil Knits includes projects that will enable you to...
Ward others off precious gadgets using the Necronomicon cursed laptop cosy... Protect your living room from

unwanted guests with creepy clown
cushion covers... Prevent unwanted
sleep interruptions with the Creature
from the Black Lagoon Sleep Mask...
Liven up breakfast times with a Zombie Egg Cosy...
Each project also includes background
information about the history and legend of each evil creature and artefact
that will bring them to life (or back
from the dead), ensuring Evil Knits will
appeal to anyone with an interest in
horror and film, and myths and legends – whether an experienced knitter
or not.
Evil Knits will appeal to anyone interested in knitting,
crafts, unusual interior décor, and films and horror. Just
watch out for the knit-mares!

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Evil-Knits-ProjectsThat-Night/dp/1408147068/ref=sr_1_1?
ie=UTF8&qid=1343554451&sr=8-1

Competition Time
To win THIS AMAZING PRIZE then check out the
comp inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.
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Asylum press they keep giving us the dead...
Founded in 1999 by Frank Forte, Asylum Press is a publishing house specializing in high profile projects from
some of the industry's biggest rising stars. Steve Mannion’s Fearless Dawn is the company’s newest title and
has been a great fan favourite. Publishing action/
adventure comics with Black Powder: A Bloody Frontier Adventure, Trenchcoats, Cigarettes and Shotguns,
Warlash: Zombie Mutant Genesis. And continuing their
tradition of horror with Undead Evil, Satan’s 3-Ring
Circus of Hell, Asylum of Horrors, Zombie Terrors, EEEK!
Asylum Press continues to be on the cutting edge of
comic and graphic novel publishing. Asylum Press is distributed by Diamond Comics Distributors, Liber Distributors and Tony Shenton and to the Booktrade by
SCB Distributors, Ingram and Baker and Taylor. Distributed in the U.K. by Turnaround Distribution.
Here are a taste of three of its latest and baddest titles:
ASYLUM PRESS – Warlash... Giant sized first issue! Warlash, an armored warrior of the
apocalyptic future, is back. This
issue reintroduces Warlash with
four tales of hardboiled crime noir
terror. In Phlegm Fatale, Warlash
battles a biogenic beast in the
sewers below Pittsburgh. In
Wormwar, a secret formula is stolen from an underground lab and
Warlash must find out who took
it. In The Demon, Warlash is confronted with a satanic rite and
the hell-spawned beast they have
released. In Grubbs, illustrated by
fan favorite Steve Mannion, Warlash ventures into the seedy underside of the city he is sworn to protect.
http://asylumpress.com/titles/warlash
ASYLUM PRESS - EEEK Vol 1... This retro-style anthology of horror tales is guaranteed to give you the eeries
and creepies! Taking a pinch of black humor from EC
comics and mixing it with the art stylings of House of
Mystery and Warren Comics, EEEK! blends a heady
broth that hits you like a burning incense stick to the
retina. Jason Paulos delivers the goods with over 15 tales
of revenge, zombies, vampires, ghouls and monsters.
Each tale drawn in a different style reminiscent of the
B&W horror mags of the 70's and 80's.
In Deadline of Death, we witness rival comic artists

dabbling with malevolent forces
that arrive in the form of a chain
smoking goatee wearing Satan.
In Lights! Camera! Murder!, a
lovesick starlet and a ruthless film
director embark on a doomed
love affair that ends in pieces! In
Easy Prey, a helpless girl gets lost
in the wilderness... but is she all
that she seems? In Head Trip, a
hippie's love for music goes horribly wrong. http://
asylumpress.com/titles/eeek
ASYLUM PRESS - Zombie Terrors
Vol 1... Asylum Press unleashes a
giant collection of over 15 flesh-eating zombie tales to
shock and horrify! Featuring an international cast of
artistic talent. Szymon Kudranski (Spawn) brings us The
Barber, a tale of the undead and the mob.
Dwayne Harris unearths
zombies from 1776 in
Deadcoats. A cat lady's
feline friends develop a
taste for the flesh in Creature Converts. A gangster's
taste for a delicacy becomes his end in Feast. A
zombie must confront
what he's become in Hate.
In The Jiang Shi we get a
taste of Asian zombies. Billy
George brings us The Undead Templars, a tale of
the blind dead. Featuring
an all-new tale by horror master Tim Vigil. Robert S.
Rhine brings us Mr. Dead, and Frank Forte delivers Beheaded. Book also includes a special 24-page preview
of the upcoming series Undead Evil.
http://asylumpress.com/titles/zombie-terrors

Competition Time
To win EACH of these books then check out the comp
on the comps page at: www.terror4fun.com
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Harolds Going Stiff on DVD!
One of the surprise success films of the Terror4funs last Day of the Undead, on
paper a low budget Yorkshire based zombie film might not work... But this is
one YOU HAVE TO SEE !!!
Lonely pensioner, Harold Gimble, has become the first man to suffer from a new
neurological disease that is slowly turning him into a zombie-like state. Harold s
hermit-like existence is shaken up when a vivacious nurse, Penny Rudge, is sent
along to alleviate his stiffness. Her special massage techniques work a treat on
Harold and they become close friends.
Harold agrees to trial a possible cure for the disease at a private institute, and
the initial results are excellent. But the following day he’s in an even worse state
than before, and after Penny accidentally overhears the doctors dire prognosis
for Harold she decides to sneak him away the next morning.
Word soon gets out, and before long a small group of bloodthirsty thugs are
pursuing Harold and Penny across dramatic moorlands in
the hope of a kill.

Competition Time

th

DVD out in the UK on 24 September, 2012...
http://www.stiffmovie.com/

To win a copy of this lil’ beauty then check out the
comp inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.

ZOMBIE 108... Made in Taiwan...
Billed as the very first
Taiwanese
zombie
movie in history ZOMBIE 108 has generated
lots of buzz among
horror
aficionados
both at home and
abroad. Director Joe
Chien’s call out to
people to invest in the
flick was successful
and almost 900 fans
helped fund the making of Zombie 108!!
After a catastrophic
accident at a research
lab, a deadly virus is
released into the city
and all hell breaks loose. Controlled by a local crime
lord, District 108 is the one place in the city the police
don't want to go on a normal day.

But today is not a normal day, and the crack SWAT
team ordered to help evacuate the uninfected must do
just that.
Met with fierce resistance by the local gangs, both sides
suffer heavy casualties before realising that the guys
with the guns aren't the real enemy: the zombies are!
With ammunition running low, the two sides join forces
to fight for the only thing worth fighting for: a chance
to escape from the city and the zombies currently running loose in it!

Trailer: http://youtu.be/zfiX1Z2IxCI

ZOMBIE 108 ARRIVED ON DVD 30th JULY 2012

Competition Time
To win a copy of this DVD then check out the comp
inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.
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Outpost II... WORLD GORE III...
PREPARE FOR THE
RISE OF THE 4TH
REICH… Directed by
Steve Barker (Outpost)
and starring Richard
Coyle (Prince of Persia,
Pusher), the highly anticipated sequel to THE
original Nazi Zombie
Horror, OUTPOST II:
BLACK SUN, will be
goose-stepping its way
onto DVD & Blu-ray
from 27th August 2012!
Following on from the
original Nazi Zombie
movie OUTPOST, Director and Writer Steve
Barker and Rae Brunton return to resurrect the un-dead Nazi army from
their bunkers once more as they attempt to dominate
and paint/splatter the world red.
OUTPOST II: BLACK SUN follows investigative Lena
(Catherine Steadman, Salmon Fishing In Yemen, The
Inbetweeners) on a trail to find notorious war-criminal
Klausener, a German scientist who in the closing stages
of WW2 was working on a frightening new technology

with the power to create an immortal Nazi Army. Her
trail leads her to a war zone in Eastern Europe where a
NATO task force has been deployed to stop the merciless and brutal killings from an unknown sinister enemy.
There she finds Wallace (Richard Coyle), a man who’s
been chasing Nazi secrets for many years. They soon
realize that the disturbing and menacing advancing
army are no ordinary foe, but a battalion of veritable
zombie Nazi Storm Troopers.
Teaming up with a Special Forces Unit, Wallace and
Lena venture deep behind enemy lines to fight back
the source of the evil army. As they go deep into the
bunkers of the Nazi zombies, will they survive the
seemingly unstoppable rise of the 4th Reich?
Packed full of unexpected twists, gut-ripping and knife
stabbing gore with a good measure of British humour,
OUTPOST II: BLACK SUN is a total splatterfest from the
start to the blood thirsty ending!
This guaranteed crowd pleaser is available to own on
DVD and Blu-ray from 27th August...

Competition Time
To win a copy of this movie then check out the comp
inside the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

Juan of the Dead’s juan awesome movie
Juan is 40 years old, most of which he spent in Cuba doing absolutely nothing. Suddenly
some strange things start to happen, people are turning violent attacking one to the
other. Juan was convinced it’s just another stage of the Revolution.
Official media refer to the attacks as isolated incidents provoked by dissidents. Juan and
his friends start to realize that the attackers are not normal human beings and that killing
them is quite a difficult task, they’re definitely not dissidents.
A simple bite turns the victim into another violent killing machine and the only way to
beat them is destroying their brains. Juan decides that the best way of facing the situation
is making some money out of it…..
Soon this plague of bloodthirsty attackers is out of control
and Juan has no choice but to do what he avoided all his life,
and that is to assume a heroic role and guide his beloved
ones to safety out of the madness that is Havana...

Competition Time
To win a copy of this movie then check out the comp
inside the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.
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Epidemic of the Undead
From severed press
By P.A. Douglas... When the dead suddenly decide to not stay dead, this unexplained epidemic turns the world upside down overnight causing everything to
come to a grinding halt. For Chris Commons and his folk band of friends, tour is
definitely cancelled. No more shows! Several States away from his family, Chris
struggles to keep his sanity while hoping to make his way back home. After the
sudden death and resurrection of his cousin and fellow band mate, Chris changes
gears eager to simply just stay alive! Yes its Folk Music Versus the Living Dead...
Just when you think everything has been done, those gore-obsessed folks at Severed Press come along with an original take from new, but talented author...
http://www.amazon.com/
Epidemic-The-Undead-P-ADouglas/dp/147762791X/
ref=tmm_pap_title_0

Competition Time
To win a copy of this book then check out the comp
inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.
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THE Zombie Show
needs your brains
and your help
A quick plot synopsis of Gerald Rices, latest book...
An undercover agent hellbent on bringing a drug
cartel enforcer to justice by any means infiltrates a
group of college kids out to have a good time across
the Mexican border. But the enforcer has plans to
disappear forever before he can be taken alive,
putting together a big show that will culminate with
big ending. But as the agent closes in, one of the
zombies in the enforcer’s stable half-devises his own
plan for revenge. When things finally explode, not
even the dead may survive. Get more of Gerald here:

www.feelmyghost.webs.com
NOW, The Zombie Show has been around for about
8 weeks now and Geralds been sitting there thinking
about how to best get the word out to people who
haven’t gotten a copy yet. The way he sees it, he’s
written the thing, why doesn’t someone else put in
some work?
So, whoever comes up with
the best suggestion on how
to reach new readers with
this fabulous novella even
Gerald does say so himself,
will get a free copy.
This contest winner will be
picked at his discretion. And
please share this post with
anyone who might like to
enter.

FREE to all Zombie Lovers

Nazi
Zombie
Death
Tales
Due for release on 13 August 2012, this is a unique,
sexy and terrifying anthology movie brought to you
by three of the most
fiercely original independent directors working in horror today. For more details find them at: http://www.safecrackerpictures.com/
The Zombie Death Tales is an ambitious and impressive follow up movie to their highly acclaimed
'Bordello Death Tales'. Both features recreate the
golden age of Amicus with their trademark
portmanteau horror anthologies. Jim Eaves ('Bane'),
Pat Higgins ('KillerKiller', 'Hellbride', TrashHouse') and
Alan Ronald ('Jesus vs the Messiah') bring you three
dark tales from the battlegrounds of World War 2.
Medal of Horror: Director Jim Eaves takes you on a
suicide mission, with a young British soldier doing all he
can to defeat the Nazi menace and their First World
War zombified soldiers.
Devils of the Blitz: A family, sheltering from Nazi
bombers, is terrorized by flesh eating devils. Director
Pat Higgins brings you a dark tale of suspense, edged
with pitch-black comedy.
Harriet's War: Director Alan Ronald brings you a
spooky slice of paranormal pulp in this nerve-jangling
ghost story, all against the backdrop of World War 2.

http://razorlinepress.com/2012/07/30/thezombie-show-getting-the-word-out/

Order it today from: http://www.amazon.co.uk/
Nazi-Zombie-Death-Tales-DVD/dp/
B007XRX9ME/ref=sr_1_1?
ie=UTF8&qid=1344540737&sr=8-1

Competition Time

Competition Time

To win a copy of this book then check out the comp
inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.

To win a copy of this DVD then check out the comp
inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.

Gerald pick a winner based on replies to my post at:

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
13,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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ZOMBIES and MAKE UP
ARTISTS NEEDED!
Hey, Gav Gore here... If you have ever had
make up done at a Terror4fun event then there
is bloody good chance it was me that covered
you in latex and blood... I'm working on a short
film project with a director from Loughborough
and this one is going to be quite an undertaking and WE NEED YOU !!!
Its a Zombie/Infected Human type project being filmed 15th July, 5th August and 2nd September 2012. In July we need 30-50 general extras
to be dead bodies - this shoot will start around
5.30-6.00. We need lots of zombies in August
and September, and these are very early
shoots!
It will be filmed in the East Midlands, to be
100% accurate Loughborough Town Centre.
If we can get tonnes of zombies together, for
the featured zombies we are going to need
some makeup artists who will take direction
and know what they are doing, on the final
days shoot we will need some people who just
sort of fancy a go at doing some makeup, and
this will cover the background zombies
If this sounds good to you then please email me
at gav@gorefx.co.uk

Gavin Gore in action at

a Day of the Undead

FREE to all Zombie Lovers

Zombie Make Up Artists
Need Zombies, then get in touch with these folks and tell
them to get their ‘Zombie On’ they make Undead to Order.
Name: Katrina Demeanour
Based: Brighton, South-East, UK
Short Films: Plenty incl. Hospital Resurrection, House Party of
the Dead V, High Heels From Hell (various shorts), UltraVixens, Zombie Z
Zombies: WZD London, Zombiecon, Fright Fest 2009
Contact Via: totenengel@zombify.me
Website: www.zombify.me

Name: Paul Ewen
Based: London and all around the UK
Feature Films: Vampires of Bloody Island, The Hollow and
Horrorshow
Short Films: Many including Dead End and Houseparty of the
Dead V
Zombies: Zombie Fest 06-09, Frightfest 2007, Frightfest 2009,
Day of the Undead
Contact Via: zomboid2007-shuffle@yahoo.co.uk
Website: www.flickr.com/photos/hoof666

Name: Gavin Pate aka Gav’n Gore
Based: Leicestershire, The Midlands, UK
Feature Films: Senior Make Up Artist & FX Creator for Zombie Undead, 2010
Short Films: ZU Trailer, 2008
Zombies: Zombie Fest 06-09, Day of the Undead 07-09, Resident Evil Ext.-Photoshoot, Frightfest 2007
Contact Via: cracrapain@yahoo.co.uk

Name: Jayne Hyman
Based: Nottingham, East Midlands
Feature Films: Make-up Lead on 'Zombie Hood' (currently in
production)
Short Films: many, including 'Monday Moaning', 'The Wailing
Well', 'Vermes' and 'The Unwanted Visitor'
Zombies: Nottingham Zombie Walk, Download Festival zombie face-painting
Contact via: jaynehyman@yahoo.co.uk
Website: www.facebook.com/pages/Jayne-Hyman-SFXProps-Creative-Services/205618286173465

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
13,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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This Issues Competitions !!!
To enter the competitions, send answers to the following questions to ed@terror4fun.com

!
Win
!!
Win
! !!
Win

Closing dates vary, so check our website!

Comp 1) Win a First and Only Airsoft ticket. ‘How many square feet of tunnels make up the Kidderminster site?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘ZOMBIES FIRST AND ONLY’
***Comp 1b) Another Ticket will be won by a member of the Terror4fun Facebook Group...***
Comp 2) Win a copy of Zombie Fluxx. ‘How many Board Games are available from zombieshop.co.uk?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘ZOMBIESHOP-FLUXX’
Comp 3) Win a Dare to Wear Zombie Tee. ‘Complete the following phrase… ‘So, a man walks into a bar with a monkey…’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘DARE TO WEAR—RUN TEE’
Comp 4) Win a copy of NOTLD Re-animation 3D. ‘In which films did Andrew Divoff play The Djinn?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘NOTLD RE-ANIMATION’
Comp 5) Win a copy of REX—Zombie Killer. ‘What three breeds of dog feature in the pack of animals in REX?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘REX - ZOMBIE KILLER’
Comp 6) Win a copy of ‘Bloodstorm’ on DVD. ‘Watch the trailer then… 'What does Dr Mengele rip from his captives?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘BLOODSTORM’
Comp 7) Win a copy of ‘Vs the Dead.’ ‘What kind of shop is infecting people in the movie?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘VS THE DEAD’
Comp 8) Win a copy ‘Zombies that ate the World II’ ‘Which Humanoids cover title features a cat sitting in a shaft of light?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘NEXT HUMANOIDS’
Comp 9) Win a copy of the ‘Caldecott Chronicles’ ‘What is the full title of the Earl?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘CALDECOTT’
Comp 10) Win an Evil Knits Book. ‘Who is wearing a Fez on the cover of EVIL KNITS?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘EVIL KNITS’
Comp 11) To win a copy of all 3 Asylum Press Books check out the competitions page at: www.terror4fun.com
Comp 12) Win a copy of the ‘Harolds Going Stiff.’ ‘Which actor plays Dr Norbert Shuttleworth in the film?’
Mo
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘HAROLDS GOING STIFF’
prizes re
Comp 13) Win a copy of Zombie 108. ‘How is SOS Written in the trailer for this Zombie 108?
th
I’ve h an
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘ZOMBIE 108’
hot b ad
Comp 14) Win a copy of Outpost II. ‘Who plays Macavoy in the movie?
rains
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘OUTPOST II’
Comp 15) Win a copy of Juan of the Dead on DVD. ‘What is the name of Juans best friend?
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘JUAN OF THE DEAD’
Comp 16) Win a copy of Epidemic of the Undead novel. ‘Which Severed Press cover features crossed M16s, a machete and a fist?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘EPIDEMIC OF THE UNDEAD’
Comp 17) Win a copy of The Zombie Show. ‘What is the name of Gerald Rices Blog?'
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘THE ZOMBIE SHOW’
Comp 18) Win a copy of Nazi Zombie Death Tales. ‘Which three words on the DVD cover feature prominently?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘NAZI ZOMBIE DEATH TALES’
Comp 19) To win both Zombie Hunters DVDs check out the competitions page at: www.terror4fun.com
Comp 20) Win a copy of Charlie Higsons The Sacrifice. ‘What was the name of Charlie Higsons band from 1980 to 1986?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘CHARLIES SACRIFICE’

PLEASE EMAIL US YOUR ANSWERS IN SEPERATE EMAILS. It helps us
sort them out!!! T & C can be found on the Terror4fun website.
Biggest competitions yet!
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WIN a whole pile
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TV ZOMBIES Before the walking dead!
Long before The Walking Dead hit the national airwaves, Zombie Hunters: City of the Dead took survival horror to new television limits! This independently-produced, underground cable horror hit
features a rag-tag group of survivors stuck in a zombie-ravaged New York City who must fight every
step against not only hoards of the undead also the living in their hunt for weapons, food, shelter
and escape. As seen on The Monster Channel.
The "Zombie Hunters" project began in November, 2005. Principal photography for the show started
in May, 2006. Filming of episodes continues at a regular pace, and is scheduled to continue into
2013. Our many thanks and unyielding gratitude to all of you who have supported us over the years,
and allowed us to make our dreams come true!

Happy Hunting!
P. Devaney
http://www.zombiehuntershow.com/

Competition Time
To win a copy of EACH series then check out the
comp inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.

The Sacrifice By Charlie Higson
intentions, where has she come from and should she
The fourth book in bestselling author Charlie Higson’s
terrifying adventure series On 20 September 2012, Puf- really be trusted?
fin Books will publish The Sacrifice, the fourth in Charlie The grown-ups are changing. Shadowman has been
watching them, secretly spying on them.
Higson’s bestselling zombie series for
They are starting to show signs of organiteenagers.
zation and intelligence and worse, their
The sickness destroyed everyone over the
numbers are growing as more and more
age of fourteen. Mothers and fathers,
older brothers, sisters and best friends flock together under the command of
no adult escaped the disease’s touch.
one particular father - St George.
They look like animated corpses with
Every day he appears less confused and
rotten flesh, horrible growths, boils and
more human as he builds and strengthens
his army of sickos …
blisters, ears and noses missing, lips gone.
All across London these zombie-like
Set in post-apocalypse London, new
‘sickos’ are waiting – hungry, rotting
gangs of kids are introduced camped out
predators with an appetite for human
in some of the City’s most recognisable
flesh. ‘Small Sam wasn’t dead. His sister
buildings. There is a grotesque and pitiful
and his friends all thought that he’d
new character and some of the fiercest
been killed, that the grown-ups who’d
battles and most chilling scenes yet.
snatched him from the car park behind
Gripping and packed full of gory action,
Waitrose had eaten him, but right now
this hotly-anticipated fourth novel is sure
he was walking across the grounds of the
to stay with both the teen and adult
Tower of London with The Kid and a
reader long after the book has been put down.
load of other children…’
Small Sam and his unlikely ally, The Kid, have survived.
http://www.the-enemy.co.uk/Home/
They're safe with Ed and his friends at the Tower of
London. But Sam is searching for his sister and, desperate to find her, he and The Kid are persuaded by a new
-girl, Tish, to leave the security of Tower and embark on
To win a copy of the book then check out the comp
a perilous journey across the forbidden zone to another
inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.
camp at Buckingham Palace. But what are Tish’s real

Competition Time

